
About Vedic Yoga Foundation School in 
Rishikesh 

 
Yoga is a widely misunderstood concept. It is believed to be a set of postures or asanas limited to 

the body. Yoga has much more to offer than just physical exercise. It is a harmony of the mind, body 

and breath. Vedic yoga foundation is a school for yoga teacher’s training. Located in Rishikesh, 

India, it offers seekers of all levels, beginner to advance, a 200-hour program that would help them 

learn yoga, hone their skills and become certified yoga teachers. This course is Yoga Alliance 

Certified, which means one can practice and teach yoga across international boundaries. Under this 

program, we offer different packages for each level; beginner, intermediate and advance. This 

internationally recognized qualification allows you to carve a career path for yourself and impart 

knowledge to others, or just deepen your practice and improve your health and wellbeing. Our 

faculty consists of yogis with years of practice and discipline who will take you on a journey into the 

spiritual world of yoga. Not only will this course make you a highly qualified Yoga 
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Teacher/Practitioner, it will also help you grow your network, give you an opportunity to make new 

friends across the world and explore new cultures. This 200 hour Yoga Teacher Training Course will 

also help you discover how our various cultures are bound together and how you can enrich your 

culture back home. In addition to the different forms of yoga, we also offer an insight into Indian 

cooking and Ayurveda. Ayurveda is a system of medicine with historical roots in India, believed to 

have originated during Indus Valley Civilization. We are the only Yoga Institute to include 

Ayurveda in the curriculum, making us different from other Yoga Institutes. We also take 

students on excursions to experience the Ganga aarti, river rafting and other extra-curricular 

activities. 

DIRECTOR OF VEDIC YOGA FOUNDATION 
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Dr. Shobha Shree, a PhD holder in yoga philosophy from Gurukul Kangari University, Haridwar is 

the founder of Vedic Yoga Foundation. Born in a spiritual family in Haridwar, amidst a pious 

environment involving mantra chanting and philosophy, it was only natural that she chose this 

philanthropic path to her career. She is one of the successful women entrepreneurs in India to impart 

their education for the benefit of the masses. 

 

She was initiated from Himalayan tradition where she received deeper knowledge of yoga and 

philosophy from Swamy Veda Bharti ji, Himalayan Tradition. Since eight years, she is sharing 

knowledge of philosophy, yoga psychology, Pranayama. Meditation and yoganidra with the Students 

who join the Yoga TTC Courses in Rishikesh. She believes in nonviolence, love and trust on 

supreme reality and by following it, we can achieve peace and the heights of spirituality. She loves to 

live in Nature. 

She strongly believes in women empowerment and that women have the rights to participate in 

social, religious and public activities, have equal social status in the society, have equal rights for 

social and economic justice, determine financial and economic choices and get equal opportunity for 

education. 

India has been a conservative and orthodox country for long. Hailing from a city like Haridwar that is 

traditional and conventional, it was her belief in women empowerment that gave her the strength and 

courage to shun the fact that women need to be confined in their homes and begin this venture with 

the support of her family and friends. 

OUR GURU  



 
Swami Ashutosh Anand ji is a divine soul reincarnated in this world with the sole purpose of uplifting 

people to a spiritual level. He has been living an austere life since his childhood. He has done his 

Sadhna (deep meditation practice) in the Himalayas for many years. That was when he was 

enlightened with a profound knowledge of spirituality and was incubated into the mysteries of the 

world and the worlds beyond. He, being a selfless soul decided to impart his knowledge to people 

seeking the divine path so that they too experience the flow of Pure Consciousness like he did, 

therefore resulting in them rising above pain, sorrow and other worldly problems. Vedic Yoga 

Foundation is being operated and run under his Holy guidance and mentorship. Blessed are those 

who learn under the direction of this revered soul. 

WHY HAVE WE CHOSEN RISHIKESH AS 
THE CENTRE FOR OUR YOGA SCHOOL?  

● Yoga is a spiritual science that originated in India. Yoga was born before religion was born. It 

existed even before civilization dawned. 

● Rishikesh is a land where many spiritual seekers find their path leading to their destiny. They 

come here to become one with the Supreme Being. They have made this place holy by their 

cumulative meditative energy, thus creating an environment charged with positivity and 

mystic powers, making it conducive to learn yoga and meditation. 



● Besides that, Rishikesh is situated in the foothills of the mighty Himalayas surrounded by 

astounding scenic beauty. Nature presents herself in her best attire here. The holy Ganges 

River runs through this city. The city is renowned for the study of yoga and meditation. 

Temples and Ashrams line the eastern bank of the river. 

● Rishikesh is also a tourist’s joy. There are many things one can do here from visiting temples 

to river rafting to viewing the Ganga aarti, a mystical experience in itself. It is a nature lover’s 

dream come true. 

● Rishikesh has a pleasant climate for most of the year. As it is located in the hilly terrains, the 

climate is never extreme making it a destination that can be visited any time of the year. The 

maximum temperature recorded so far is 27.7 degree Celsius and the minimum temperature 

of Rishikesh is 14.6 degree Celsius. Precipitation is frequent. 

WHY IS THE CORE FOCUS ON 200 HOUR 
PROGRAM?  
Yoga is a subject that needs to be inculcated in every individual’s routine. Yoga is effective for the 

overall wellbeing of a person and the masses in general. Yoga changes a person’s perspective. It 

regulates the mind and thinking, thus making a person humble and peace loving instantly. The wider 

yoga spreads, influencing a wider audience, the better the world becomes. It was with this aim that 

we began this institution. In order to achieve this, we believe that a 200-hour course is sufficient. 

Once the idea has been implanted in the minds of people, they will take it far and wide. And to 

achieve that, 200-hours of coaching is adequate. Of course, once the coaching is done, the 

individual has to keep up with the practice on a regular basis and continue imparting the education to 

the others.  

WHY DOES VEDIC YOGA FOUNDATION 
CHARGE SO LESS FOR THE COURSE?  



● Vedic Yoga Foundation does not aim at making a profit. We are clear on our motto to spread 

yoga across the world. 

● We believe that money should never be the reason for someone to be deprived of an 

education, and that too in such an austere subject. Therefore, we charge a reasonable fee 

for the course materials, the accommodation and food. 

● We may compromise on our profit, but we never compromise on our quality of education, 

hygiene and sanitation, nutrition and hospitality. 

● For students who feel they cannot afford what we offer, we even have scholarship 

programs based on their economic and educational background. All that a student will have 

to pay for a 200-hour course is for boarding and lodging. 

OUR TEACHERS  
● Although we may compromise on our profit, we do not compromise on our teaching. 

● We have put together a perfect blend of teachers who are qualified to teach you and make a 

teacher out of you as well. 

● Our faculty consists of yogis with many years of experience and intense practice. A brief 

insight into their profiles is as follows: 

  

Dr. Shobha Shree 
Dr Shobha Shree was born in a spiritual family of Haridwar, a famous pilgrimage of India. She was 

brought up in the spiritual environment of mantra chanting and study of philosophy in her family from 

her childhood. Therefore, she had a keen desire of getting higher education in yoga philosophy and 

of doing her spiritual practice. Dr Shobha has done PhD in yoga philosophy from Gurukul Kangari 

University, Haridwar, post-graduation in philosophy and psychology and one-year diploma in yoga. 

She was initiated from Himalayan tradition where she received deeper knowledge of yoga and 

philosophy from Swamy Veda Bharti ji, Himalayan Tradition. At present she is sharing knowledge of 



philosophy, yoga psychology, Pranayama. Meditation and yoganidra in yoga TTC in Rishikesh for 8 

years. She believes in nonviolence, love and trust on Supreme Reality and by following we can 

achieve peace and the heights of spirituality. She loves to live in Nature. 

Yogacharya Ahilya R Shetty 

 
Yoga Acharya from International Shivananda Yoga Vedanta Center. She worked at Talwarkar 

Health Center for ten years. She had been yoga trainer to ministers & industrialists for past 30 years. 

She has done TTC – teacher training course, ATTC – advance teacher training course, intense 

meditation course. 

She comes with an overall experience of 10 plus years in the field of Yoga. 

Abhishek Singh 
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Yogi Abhishek Singh is a very profound yoga teacher. He has been learning yoga since his 

childhood when he was 8 years old. He has completed his Graduation in Yoga & Master degree as 

well. He has achieved first rank in Yoga in all over India & in All India national Yoga championship 

2009 & 2010. He teaches & promotes Yoga and Indian culture as well around the world like China, 

Indonesia (Bali), Vietnam, Thailand and all India around. His specialization on Hatha Yoga, 

Ashtanga Yoga, Ashtanga Vinyasa , pranayama makes him a one of a kind Guru and Yogi. 

Yogacharya Sandeep Pandey 
Yogi Sandeep Pandey is a Master Degree Holder of Yoga from Sanskrit University of Haridwar and 

has learned meditation from some of the most advanced yoga teachers in Rishikesh. He is trained 

by traditional teachers of Swamy Rama Sadhaka Grama & specializes in teachings of teaching 

Hatha Yoga, Pranayama techniques & meditation methods. He has attained mastery over Hatha 

Yoga, Yoga Nidra, Meditation methods and Pranayama. He is currently leading and guiding deep 

meditation to students at an advanced level. He is considered as one of the best Hatha Yoga 

Teachers in Rishikesh today. 

Yogi Sandeep will be teaching Hatha yoga for the students who join for the 200 hour yoga teacher 

training course with Vedic Yoga Foundation. 

WHY DOES THE COURSE END IN 21 DAYS?  
● We are very professional in our approach and do not believe in wasting your time by 

stretching the classes beyond necessity. 

● Our routine is rigorous and demanding. In spite of such a tight schedule that we provide, we 

also give you time for leisure and other activities. 

● We encourage self-study as well and make available reading materials you might require to 

support your education.  



BOOKING SEATS FOR THE 200-HOUR 
YOGA TEACHER’S TRAINING COURSE  

● Our next batch begins in March. You can book your seats for the 200 Hour Yoga Teacher 

Training Course by visiting and registering on our Fees and Payment page. 

● We allow a 15% discount if you come in a group of not less than five members. In such 

cases, please ensure that your tickets are booked in bulk and not individually. 

● You can make an advance booking by visiting our Fees and Payment page. The balance, 

after deducting the discount can be paid directly upon arrival. 

Frequently Asked Questions Regarding the 200 
Hour Yoga TTC 
All possible questions regarding the 200 hour yoga teacher training Course has been 

answered in our FAQ page which even includes answers to travel, accommodation, and food 

related questions. 
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